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The origins of brain stimulation stretch back to the late 19th century, when the stimulation 
of animals’ cerebral cortex established the fundamentals of functional cortical localization. 
Later, in the 1950s, intraoperative electrical stimulation was used to identify brain targets 
before stereotactic lesioning to treat disabling tremor (thalamotomy) or dystonia 
(pallidotomy). In the late 1960s, further move to early forms of deep brain stimulation 
(DBS) was discouraged by the arrival of levodopa treatment which demonstrated high 
success for relieving most parkinsonian symptoms. By the 1980s, however, it became clear 
that levodopa therapy was not the long-term efficacy ‘miraculous cure’ as it was initially 
thought to be; in the same time, advancements in pathophysiology and neurophysiology of 
movement disorders and also in technology rapidly appeared1. 
 
In this context, in 1987, a research team from Grenoble, France, led by the neurosurgeon 
Alim Louis Benabid and the neurologist Pierre Pollak, explored the use of high-frequency 
DBS of the thalamic ventralis intermedius nucleus (Vim) as an alternative to thalamic 
lesioning for patients with essential tremor and advanced Parkinson’s disease (PD) [2] . The 
spectacular clinical success of this application ushered in a new era to treat movement 
disorders. The findings that stimulating the Vim with frequencies above 100 Hz could 
simulate the effects of a lesion - but with the advantage to be completely reversible - were 
a major step towards applying DBS as a valid therapeutic option. The popularity of the DBS 
technique spread quickly among the neurological and neurosurgical communities, and 
from 1991 on many centers around the world started the DBS adventure.  
 
Subsequent observations showed that, although Vim DBS had excellent efficacy for PD 
tremor, the stimulation of this thalamic target could not improve bradykinesia, rigidity, or 
dyskinesia. Advances in understanding the basal ganglia pathophysiology allowed to 
investigate new DBs targets, such as the globus pallidus internus (GPi) and the 
subthalamic nucleus (STN) for treating PD. In 1992, Siegfried and Lippitz (Switzerland) 
reported three patients with PD who had GPi DBS and remarkably improved parkinsonian symptoms [3]. In 1993, the 
Grenoble’s team successfully implanted the first STN DBS in a PD patient, reporting great improvement of all levodopa-
responsive signs and important dyskinesia reduction due to the concomitant dopaminergic treatment  
reduction[4]. A few years later, pallidal DBS was also successfully introduced to treat various types of dystonia[5,6]. 
 
In the following years to now, DBS has been applied to other neurological (Tourette’s syndrome, epilepsy, dementia, 
headache, vegetative state, stroke recovery) and psychiatric (depression, addiction, obsessive-compulsive disorder and 
post-traumatic stress disorder) conditions. To date, about 200,000 patients worldwide have been treated with DBS for 
disabling movement disorders.  
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Technological progress in several domains (imaging, neurosurgical tools and devices) has been the success of DBS. 
During the first surgeries, ventriculography was the imaging technique utilized to set the surgical coordinates. Currently, 
high-resolution imaging with segmentation of the brain structures, tractography, local field potentials and robotics play 
a major role in reaching functional surgery accuracy as well as in providing detailed functional and structural datasets 
which can be applied to explore the connectivity properties of DBS targets. New stimulation techniques are continuously 
emerging, such as the use of directional electrodes to control the steering of current through the brain and the closed-
loop - “on-demand” stimulation, where the stimulation is automatically delivered according to the variations in the 
pathological neural signals over time. Together, these technological advances help tailor DBS according to each patient’s 
needs, and improve targeting, clinical results and management. 
 
The fascinating success of DBS has provided a clear example of fruitful translation from basic neurophysiological 
research into clinical practice. Evolution in understanding brain circuits and biomarkers of disease progression and DBS 
response will contribute to researching new brain targets and advancing new techniques. Nevertheless, the revolution 
made by the modern era of DBS has been possible because of the hard and uninterrupted teamwork of neurologists, 
neurosurgeons, neurophysiologists and overall multidisciplinary cooperation. This mutual collaboration will still be the 
key to success in the upcoming years. 
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